DRESS CODE
STRICTLY ENFORCED

NEAT & PRESENTABLE ATTIRE REQUIRED
ALL PERSONS (INCLUDING BAGS) WISHING TO ENTER THE VENUE WILL BE SEARCHED

THE FOLLOWING IS NOT PERMITTED

- **NO** MENS TANK TOPS
- **NO** PLAIN WHITE T-SHIRTS
- **NO** VISIBLE NECK, FACE OR HEAD TATTOOS
- **NO** CAMOUFLAGE
- **NO** BACKPACKS/OVERSIZED BAGS
- **NO** WEAPONS OF ANY KIND
- **NO** OVERLY SAGGY, BAGGY, OR WEARING PANTS BELOW THE WAISTLINE.
- **NO** ATHLETIC, SPORTSWEAR, TRACK SUITS, JOGGERS, OR TEAM JERSEYS
- **NO** SPORTS TEAM LOGO’D APPAREL (HATS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, ETC)
- **NO** CLOTHING WITH OFFENSIVE SAYINGS/PHOTOS DISPLAYED
- **NO** FIGHTING, HORSEPLAY, DANGEROUS OR UNSAFE BEHAVIOR
- **NO** POSSESSING, USING OR SELLING RECREATIONAL DRUGS
- **NO** WORK BOOTS OR BOOTS RESEMBLING WORK BOOTS
- **NO** FORM OF NUDITY, LEWD, INDECENT OR OBSCENE BEHAVIOR, OVERT SEXUAL ACTS
- **NO** CAR CLUB, MOTORCYCLE CLUB, OR GANG COLORS OR APPAREL OF ANY KIND

You must be at least 21 years of age to enter.

All persons who appear to be less than 30 years of age should be prepared to present identification.

Intoxicated persons will not be served alcoholic beverages. Violation of this code of conduct may subject the violator to eviction, arrest, and/or arrest. Troy Liquor Bar is private property and Management reserves all rights including the right to exclude or deny access or evict anyone from the premises at any time for any reason within the guidelines of the law.

ZERO TOLERANCE, WE ONLY ASK ONCE